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Introduction to the New Edition
Seth Wheeler

‘Crowned heads, wealth and privilege may well tremble should ever again 
the Black and Red unite’.

Comment upon learning of the split between Anarchists and Marxists 
in 1872.

– Otto von Bismarck

FIRST AS TRAGEDY

In and Against the State is the outcome of the optimism and defeats experi-
enced by Western revolutionaries during the second great revolutionary wave 
of the last century, for which ‘1968’ acts as a convenient shorthand. The years 
associated with this sequence of struggle, which arguably ran from the middle 
of the 1960s through to the conclusion of the 1970s, saw a succession of inter-
national movements arise to briefly challenge the certainties of capitalism’s 
continuation as much as they would also challenge the analysis and certainties 
of revolutionary tradition. While the events associated with Paris in May of 
1968 remain the most emblematic of all those associated with this sequence, 
it is perhaps among the workers’ movement in Italy that new formulations 
of class action would develop the furthest, concepts that by the close of the 
1970s had found their way into the lexicon and analysis of British militants. 
As the ideas outlined in this book were the product of a distinct historical 
conjuncture and an attendant milieu, it is perhaps necessary to distinguish 
the ideas that informed the authors’ conceptions of both the state and revo-
lutionary agency from those held by more orthodox socialist currents. Those 
latter tendencies ostensibly held their own conception of an ‘in and against’ 
strategy, albeit one predicated on entry into the states disciplinary architecture 
in order to seize control of it and run it in their party’s interest. 

When this text was first published, it found an audience for whom its 
arguments were ‘common sense’ among those forged in the anti-authoritarian 
countercultures of the late 1960s. As such, there was little need for its authors 
to define what differences, if any, they held with existing socialist organisa-
tions in order for their readers to make sense of these propositions as part of 
a ‘socialist’ strategy. However, 40 years later, it is necessary to outline what 
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those broad coordinates were if contemporary audiences are to draw useful 
lessons from the text via historical comparison.

The authors emerged in a period marked by an intense exchange of ideas 
belonging to what is now described as the libertarian left. Those inside this 
tendency favoured ad-hoc associations over party memberships, often 
forming brief and ‘time-dependent’ coalitions that could quickly emerge in 
response to a pressing issue, campaign or event, before submerging back 
into a wider subculture composed of collective houses, communes, workers 
co-ops and newsletters.1 Over the course of the 1970s, many within this 
milieu would gravitate towards workplace and community organisation 
from a decidedly rank-and-file position. With the passing of time, much of 
the activity of this tendency has come to be understood as the product of 
an anarchism, due in part to the poor account many in the libertarian left 
kept of themselves, as well as the concerns it was seen to share with anar-
chism; namely a rejection of the ‘party model’, the desire for a mass popular 
socialism, and the emphasis placed on the autonomy and self-organisation 
of the working class in order to deliver a revolutionary outcome not pred-
icated on the state itself. However, the libertarian left were distinct from 
anarchists in regard to their comprehensions of the state, which was broadly 
seen as a terrain of contested struggle, an assemblage composed of often 
competing tendencies and forces that produced differentiated experiences 
and social relations for those who composed an increasingly stratified and 
divided working class.2 Given the current balance of class forces, the state 
could be neither ignored nor immediately bypassed as anarchist orthodoxy 
suggested. The libertarian left shared a common set of political languages 
and analysis, chief of which was a Marxian critique of the strategy of seizure 
of the state by a vanguardist party, so as to dictate, manage and develop 
production. This analysis emerged out of the recent experiences of the 
working class in Europe as much as from deeper historical divisions within 
the international communist movement. Alongside this was the libertarian 
left’s emphasis on the issues highlighted by second-wave feminism and anti-
racist activity, which provided a fertile ground for novel notions of political 
organisation centred on the direct bodily experiences of different and often 
marginalised social subjects.

While distinct views existed inside the libertarian left’s ‘fuzzy boundaries’ 
as to the exact nature of the then-existing socialist economies, it was none 
the less accepted that a continued adherence to Marxist-Leninist orthodoxy, 
predicated on the seizure of the state as a necessary stage for communism’s 
unfolding, was inadequate to the task of overcoming contemporary 
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capitalism. After all, the existing socialist states had broadly been seen to fail 
in their historical task of liberating humanity from the bondage of waged 
labour, managing class subjugation and an alienation from the means of 
production that was as every bit as vicious as conditions encountered by 
workers in the capitalist core. Depending on one’s critique, the socialist 
economies were seen as either dysfunctional state capitalism or deformed 
‘workers’ states’ somewhere on their way towards establishing the lower 
stages of communism, albeit with no sense of when the long-promised tran-
sition would finally emerge. The growing unease among Western socialists 
regarding the lived realities of life inside the Soviet regime, and its continued 
ideological defence by the socialist parties of the West, engendered a fresh 
search for new forms for revolutionary coordination that fell outside of 
the mediation of the workers’ parties and their associated trade unions. 
However, one did not need to look to the Eastern Bloc for disappointment, 
as the socialist parties of Europe were equally capable of delivering their own 
failures. Afterall, events in France in 1968 were seen to have been brought 
to a close by concerted efforts by leaders of the French Communist Party 
(Parti communiste français, PCF) who, at the decisive juncture, called upon 
strikers to return to work rather than push on. The aborted revolution, 
which had seen millions of workers participate in general assemblies and 
violent confrontations with the state in which they risked imprisonment, 
injury or death, was reduced to a mere wage increase.

Looking to workplace and community struggles emerging in Italy, the 
homegrown libertarian left discovered a set of practices and concepts that 
offered a key for comprehending the revolutionary potential of the working 
class to dislocate itself from capital without reliance on representation by 
parties or organisations that, despite outwardly revolutionary pretensions, 
were seen to return and then maintain workers in their position as providers 
of labour power under capitalist social relations. These new concepts arrived 
sporadically, dripping into the collective consciousness of the domestic 
post-1968 movements through the missives and analysis of the libertarian 
left’s only organised tendency Big Flame, the meticulous translation work 
of Ed Emery’s Red Notes project and the widespread dissemination of  
Mariarosa Dalla Costa and Selma James’ ‘The power of women and the subver-
sion of the community’, which significantly impacted on the development of 
the burgeoning women’s movement. It was through these projects that the 
libertarian left encountered the ideas of Italian workerism (Operaismo).

As noted by Steve Wright, Operaismo emerged within the cultural life 
of Italy’s two dominant worker’s parties, The PCI (Communist) and the PSI 
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(Socialist Party). In the early 1960s, militants from within these organisations 
sought to comprehend a wave of working-class struggle emerging around 
the factories and communities of Northern Italy, which on first appearance 
appeared to be outside of the logic and control of either party or their unions.3 
Turning to sociology, the early Operaisti conducted ‘workers inquiries’ into 
Northern Italy’s factories that sought to establish the ‘workers point of view’, 
from which, it was reasoned, a better understanding and explanation of the 
new and ‘autonomous’ forms of political action could be made.

For the initial advocates of Operaismo, inquiries into workplace and 
community struggle held an important purpose: the creation of knowledge 
to aid workers in their struggle against capitalist exploitation. Through the 
production of a dazzling array of innovative conceptual frameworks – under-
stood as ‘class composition’ – the Operaisti sought to empirically ground 
incidents of worker antagonism into formula that could subsequently be 
laid over further incidents of class conflict, establishing a ‘science’ of class 
antagonism. For the Operaisti, sociology was a tool to aid working-class 
revolt, and as such the knowledge they produced were not mere exercises 
in comprehending capitalism’s disciplinary powers but a necessary first step 
in the process of the system’s overcoming. In the traditional schematics of 
Operaismo, ‘class composition’ held two components. The first of these was 
the ‘technical composition’ of the working class, used to understand how 
workers were organised (technically arranged) within any given workplace, 
addressing how workers’ time was spent and managed, what skills and 
talents they employed and in what conditions they produced. Knowledge of 
the technical composition of the workforce provided a material explanation 
for the political forms of action workers would then adopt or develop to aid 
their causes. The second component, ‘political composition’, referred to both 
the knowledge of, and an explanation for, the forms of political organisa-
tion that coordinated working-class agency. The forms of political organi-
sation workers engaged in were seen to correlate with their own knowledge 
and comprehension of their position within a production process and their 
resistance to it.4

While Marxism had long recognised history as the struggle between 
opposing classes, the attention the Operaisti placed on the direct expe-
rience of workers in struggle provided a detailed explanation of contem-
porary processes of class conflict and the limitations these presented for 
revolutionary anti-capitalists. This was exemplified in Mario Tronti’s thesis 
addressing the ‘Copernican Inversion’ – in which the struggle of the working 
class to exert their own ‘autonomy’ over the production process was shown 
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to dictate capitalism’s novel developments.5 For example, skilled mechanics 
installing engines into motorcars go out on a strike in their factory. This 
stalls production and brings the whole plant to a halt. The strikers win 
some piecemeal demands and return to work. To overcome the power these 
workers wield over production, capital restructures the production process, 
introducing assembly lines that transform the ‘technical composition’ of 
the workforce. This renders workers unable to exert power in the ways 
they had before (decomposing their power) while simultaneously stream-
lining the factory, speeding up production and ensuring healthier returns 
for the owners and their investors. As such, workers have to think of new 
ways to exert their autonomy and their interests (recompose their power), 
finding fresh blockages or new tactics to sabotage the production process. If 
the workers are successful in that enterprise, this will inevitably kick-start 
another cycle of ‘innovation’ or restructuring.

This formulation of ‘decomposition and recomposition’ would draw into 
question the role that technology played in ‘class development’. In orthodox 
variants of Marxism, the means of production had been conceived as neutral 
phenomena – and as such the primary problem facing socialist revolution-
aries was the seizure of production itself and the implantation of workers’ 
control. The research conducted by the Operaisti concluded something 
other: the division of labour and the division of skill operated as processes 
of domination that were not merely technical matters. These findings led 
to conceptions that sought to explain the non-neutrality of the factory. The 
Operaisti asserted that the working class recognised the despotic moments 
associated with the re-organisation of the production process – that exposed 
a limitation in the traditional concept of ‘workers self-management’ – which 
was understood as ‘the self-management of one’s own domination’.6 For 
Operaismo the only possibility of exiting this ‘compositional cycle’ was in 
the structural imbalance of its constituent forces; for while capitalism needed 
labour to create value, labour did not need capital. In this sense, ‘autonomy’ 
described a set of practices by which the working class could shed its old 
forms of organisation and, at the same time, dislocate itself from structures 
that only served to represent it inside the apparatus of capitalist command.

The international wave of student/worker unrest that accompanied 1968 
was met in Italy by a domestic student movement already well versed in 
worker/student solidarity. This new movement – which would peak in 
the events of the ‘Hot Autumn’ in 1969 – had grown in hostility to Amer-
ican intervention in Vietnam and in response to government attempts to 
rationalise higher education. By 1968, the student movement was an already 
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established network of campus radicals with a lively political culture that 
accommodated a variety of Marxian and progressive political tendencies. 
At a campus occupation in 1967, in opposition to course restructuring at 
Pisa University, student activists would issue a set of demands, known as the 
Pisan thesis, which looked beyond the immediacy of their own struggle to 
address the role of the student in capitalist society itself. Greatly indebted 
to the ‘class compositional’ analysis of the Operaisti, the Pisan thesis re- 
formulated the university as ‘the place of production of qualified labour’ and 
as such – students should therefore be understood as labour power ‘in its 
process of qualification’.7 This new focus would set the stage for joint student/
worker unrest over the coming decade, and ‘from the summer of 1968 the 
student movement in the universities ceased to concentrate on political 
activity within the educational institutions’ and its national conferences 
would increasingly be dominated by discussion of student/worker unity.

The student movement’s insistence on large democratic forums in which 
to organise and plan its actions undermined the traditional bodies of 
student politics, replacing authoritarian and top-down structures (osten-
sibly mirroring those evident in the traditional union movement and the 
socialist parties) with a horizontal one collectively open to students, workers 
and other marginalised sectors of society. The months preceding the ‘hot 
autumn’ would see a growth of student/worker coordination under the 
slogan from ‘the factory to society’. The demand for a flat rate ‘social wage’ 
paid to all, in or outside of work, would gain currency among shop-floor 
militants and wider society. The demand for a social wage would begin to 
articulate a strategy aimed at separating wages from labour itself, asserting 
the reproduction of proletarian need over the requirements of capitalism 
and heralding the arrival of a reorientation in Operaisti strategy, which 
moved towards the mass of the proletariat, replacing its previously held 
prioritisation on factory workers alone. This expanding notion of where 
class conflict was waged, and who it was that composed the working class 
proper – would eventually split Operaismo into two distinct camps – the 
‘factoryists’ – those who retained their focus of the industrial proletariat, 
and those now orienting their focus towards the struggles of the working 
class in society writ large.

For those composing the second of these camps, the seizure of the state, 
long conceived in Marxian terms, as the means to assert the rule of one class 
over another, was jettisoned in favour of an orientation aimed squarely at 
destabilising its disciplinary logics, which, like the factory, served merely to 
reproduce workers in their position as labour power. This new movement, 
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known as ‘Autonomia’, would focus its activity on the immediate creation 
of ‘counter-institutions’ that fostered autonomous ‘forms of life’ that could 
be neither subsumed into the state or capital’s disciplinary procedures (of 
which the left parties and the unions were seen to be a part).

While autonomy gains its empirical authority from the intellectual work 
associated with Operaismo and Autonomia (broadly understood as autono-
mist Marxism), there are many perspectives on the emergence of autonomy 
and its relationship to social movements that deploy similar language. These 
render the term itself nebulous, even while it remains a key concept for 
communist critique and debate. The meaning and nature of autonomy has 
held a privileged position in left debates since the International Working-
men’s Association (IWA) was founded. Concepts pertaining to the autonomy 
of workers to deliver their own emancipation outside of parliamentary 
representation, revolutionary leadership or the seizure of the state have 
divided the communist movement into two allegedly distinct camps: anar-
chist and Marxist. Yet, while the objects of these categories can and do act 
as discrete political spheres, they nevertheless also contain their own diver-
gences and internal oppositions, which blur the boundaries between what is 
perceived to be either assignably ‘anarchist’ or ‘Marxist’ theory or practice.

Anarchism can be divided into multiple tendencies that, by way of 
commonality, present themselves as a rejection of all forms of authority in 
principle. Nevertheless, its dominant formation during the last century has 
been anarcho-communism, an anti-capitalist and anti-statist movement that 
sought to establish a global human community predicated on overcoming 
the contradictions between individual and social freedoms. Like traditional 
Marxists, anarchist-communists believe the working class to be the revolu-
tionary agent of history, but they reject the necessity or possibility of state 
capture as an instrument for the establishment of communism. Sharing with 
Marxists a comprehension of the state as an organised body for upholding 
the rule of one class over another, anarchist-communists infer from this 
that the immediate destruction of the state is a condition for the delivery of 
communism proper. In fact, the question of the role of the state for revolu-
tionary transformation was the principle upon which the IWA would eventu-
ally collapse. To simplify a series of disputes which were often more personal 
and conspiratorial than politically principled, Marx and his followers, who 
upheld the necessity of the seizure of the state as a transitional measure 
prior to its projected dissolution, expelled the anarchist Bakunin and his 
own followers from the IWA. This latter group, which coalesced around a 
rejection of state seizure as neither liberatory nor a possible means for the 
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establishment of communism, would consequently come to be identified in 
the communist movement as ‘anarchists’.

To this end, anarchist-communists favour practical models of working- 
class self-organisation that reify anti-authoritarian practice, privileging 
decentralisation, direct democratic participation and, more recently, the 
‘consensus model’ of decision-making. These modalities contain a pre- 
figurative element that, for anarchists, both pinpoints and demonstrates the 
power of these decision-making strategies to manage any future commu-
nist society autonomously, that is without redress to centralised government 
or state planning. For anarchist militants, working-class autonomy, or the 
revolutionary capacity of the working class to organise outside of organs 
that act in either the state’s or capitalism’s interests, is a prerequisite for the 
legitimacy of political practice as revolutionary. For them, autonomy slides 
between multiple yet interconnected usages: describing an individual or a 
group’s capacity for self-determination and organising freely; a rejection of 
the state; and, from these previous two capacities, the basis for communism 
itself. The history of Marxism, as a revolutionary force, is most commonly 
associated with the history of what became of the Soviet project and there-
fore of Marxism-Leninism itself. Marxism-Leninism is distinguished from 
anarchistic variants of communist practice by its insistence on the necessity 
of a revolutionary vanguard, embodied in the idea of mutual discipline to 
a sole revolutionary party seen as an expression of the class itself. In this 
sense, Marxism-Leninism possesses its own limited notion of ‘autonomy’ 
in as much as what Lenin called ‘democratic centralism’ presented a mech-
anism for the working class to organise on its own terms, albeit through 
institutional and disciplinary mediations which permit it to do so en masse. 
Democratic centralism, as identified in Lenin’s pamphlet What Is to Be Done? 
can be summed up with the maxim ‘freedom of debate, unity of action’. 
This was thought to distinguish it in form from the structures of the ‘bour-
geois’ political party in that it allowed an expression and representation of  
working-class interest alongside party discipline.

In orthodox Marxism-Leninism, the seizure of state power is seen as an 
essential component of the transition to communism. State power provides 
an instrument through which the entanglement of working-class existence 
with the authority and disciplinary logics of the state and capitalism could 
be gradually undone, as the conditions for communism (material abun-
dance, freedom from labour and the full realisation of class-consciousness) 
developed. The perceived success of the Russian Revolution on these terms 
would exert an influence over the political imagination and allegiances of 
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the global communist movement during the early part of the 20th century, 
inspiring revolutionary movements that aped if not directly incorpo-
rated Marxism-Leninism’s insistence on the development of the forces 
of production as a vehicle to strengthen the workers’ movement ‘in and 
beyond’ capitalism. The Soviet project’s material support for revolutionary 
and anti-colonial movements globally positioned Marxism-Leninism as a 
vehicle for ‘autonomy’ conceived as national liberation from colonial power.

Marxism-Leninism’s insistence on the centrality of the development of 
productive forces for communism’s realisation was not without criticism. 
Nevertheless, it would take the repression of a workers’ uprising in Hungary 
in 1956 by Soviet forces and the disclosure of Krushchev’s ‘secret speech’ 
condemning the ‘excesses’ of Stalinism to irreversibly shake the foundations 
of the Soviet Union’s authoritative claim to uphold the cause of working- 
class emancipation from capitalism and the state. This rupture led to an 
international exchange of ideas among Marxist academics and militants 
who no longer held an uncritical allegiance to the Soviet authority. In the 
British context, the most notable of these figures was the historian Edward 
Thompson, whose polemics against the Soviet authority would ignite an 
international dialogue incorporating notions of social freedom, non-coercive  
organisational affinity and a critique of the centrality of production to work-
ing-class emancipation. These interventions shaped debates that would 
go on to influence the parameters of a new communist militancy over the 
course of the following decades, commonly referred to as the new left. While 
the new left failed to cohere into a unified position, it nevertheless can be 
comprehended as sharing a ‘general autonomy’ emerging out of the events 
of 1956, comprising a capacity to enquire into new Marxisms outside of the 
strictures of democratic centralism and Soviet authority. These compre-
hensions would greatly shape the politics and orientation of the latter New 
Social Movements (NSM) of the 1960s. Incorporating and emerging along-
side the new feminist movements, gay and lesbian liberation and the black 
and anti-colonial struggles of the late 1960s, the NSMs often centred on the 
direct bodily experiences of marginalised social subjects, without losing 
sight of the primacy of capitalism or the state for shaping and organising 
these experiences. Without adherence to either a single party or a unifying 
communist authority, many in the broad orbit of the new left would eventu-
ally move away from the centrality of the ‘uniform proletarian figure’ as the 
idealised agent of social transformation. The reification of the factory worker, 
which had been utilised by Marxism-Leninism to cohere party allegiance 
while developing industrial production, was joined by an open-ended array 
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of diverse social subjects unified by their opposition to capitalism. It would 
be easy to assert that an expanded notion of who exactly constituted revolu-
tionary agency was merely a response to the collapse of the Soviet project’s 
authority over the imagination of international communists. But transfor-
mations affecting both the organisation and comprehension of working life 
inside the economies of the capitalist West would also play a pivotal role in 
expanding the category of revolutionary agency in explicitly Marxist terms 
and with reference to the idea of autonomy.

It is important at this juncture to point out a common logic underscoring 
both anarchist and Marxist-Leninist comprehensions of autonomy. For 
both, a formal notion and series of conditions of ‘working-class autonomy’ 
needed to be created and nurtured in order for autonomy to become ‘real’ 
or adequate to its concept, and for communism to be established. For anar-
chists this comprised the immediate destruction of the state and the estab-
lishment of small-scale self-governing communes; for Marxist-Leninists, 
this comprised the establishment of a workers’ party, seizure of state power 
and a socialist programme to develop the productive forces and create the 
conditions for communism. This can be compared to the different logics 
emerging within the Marxist tradition after the rupture of 1956, of which 
Operaismo was primary, that recognised the ‘autonomy’ of the working 
class as an actually existing phenomena, ‘real’ in advance of the realisation of 
communism itself (the ‘Form’ or ‘Idea’ of autonomy) and how this autonomy 
forces capitalism to innovate new technologies of control and productivity.

It was in recognition of the latent potential of the working class to dislocate 
itself from capital, and its capacity, as demonstrated by recent struggles in 
the Italian context, to coordinate and organise for its own liberation without 
reliance on mediation, that inspired the authors of In and Against the State. 
Despite a lack of specific reference to the class conflicts in Italy, the text itself 
is imbued with the logics of Operaismo. By the close of the 1970s, many who 
had cut their teeth in the activity of the libertarian left had drifted into work 
within the state sector and would bring their revolutionary analysis to bear 
on the institutions they worked within, addressing their utility for working- 
class survival and their disciplinary role in the maintenance of capitalist 
social relations. Using enquiries conducted with workers and ‘clients’ who 
were reliant on these services, a tentative proposition was offered, one that 
attempted to move the debate among socialists regarding the role of the 
state and its institutions away from crude or reductionist notions that the 
state could be merely seized and then run in workers’ interests. From these 
inquiries, the role of state institutions, be they the benefits system, social 
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services or the NHS, were recognised to be qualitative ‘goods’ that must be 
defended from further attempts at privatisation or ‘hollowing out’ by central 
government, while at the same time being democratised further. However, 
it was also recognised that these institutions played a disciplinary role in 
conditioning the working class as labour power while maintaining the 
working class’s reliance on others. The task therefore was not to seize these 
institutions and run them under a nominally ‘socialist’ or fairer economy 
but to defend the institutions while simultaneously supporting the working 
class in its efforts to create counter-institutions that could not be subsumed 
by the logic of either the state or capitalism.

At the same time as the authors of In and Against the State were 
conducting their inquiries, others from the libertarian left were actively 
engaging in experiments with local governance that contained their own ‘in 
and against’ logics.8 Over the course of the 1970s, a plethora of community 
initiatives had emerged predicated on the principles of self-organisation – be 
they tenants’ or claimants’ unions, the squatting networks that had arisen in 
response to the housing crisis, or women’s consciousness-raising groups and 
Black Power organisations that sought to redress structural inequalities on 
their own terms. At the beginning of the 1980s, the Greater London Council  
(GLC), under the control of Ken Livingstone, would tentatively open its doors 
to incorporate many of these projects as part of a conscious programme 
designed to revitalise municipalism, dictated by the concerns of the citizens 
it was said to represent. In order to achieve this lofty aim, the left inside 
the GLC (that included notably John McDonnell) established a succession 
of commissions to address the needs of specific social subjects – such as 
the women’s commission – or alternately to address social provision for the 
‘working class as a whole’ – for example, through commissions addressing 
the costs incurred to workers using public transport inside London. Those 
engaged in these projects saw them as a means to influence the creation and 
implementation of ‘progressive’ policy but also as a means to direct much-
needed resources and funding towards self-organised groups – whose aims 
were ostensibly seen to be ‘outside’ of the state’s logic.

While many activists from the libertarian left would join these commis-
sions, they did so not without criticism from many of their comrades who 
saw their inculcation into local governance and their reliance on intuitional 
funding as a danger to self-organisation and the production of a truly revolu-
tionary subjectivity. The libertarian left found allies among those attempting 
to deliver a revitalised municipal power, those drawn from the left of the 
Labour Party influenced by the new left and the debates between Ralph 




